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In 1981 El Paso celebrated its four hundredth annivcrsar>', not as a city, but a place,
the famed El paso del norte, or "The Pass of the North," along the Rio Grande giving it the
longest continuous histoiy of any part of Texas. Even though the east (Texas) side of the
river was not settled until after 1827, the "pass" itself was on what is now the Texas side.

Members of the Rodriguez-Chamuscado Expedition of 1581 were the first Europeans
to cross the river (at Fronlera, now within the Texas city) and use the pass. Juan de Onate,
on his way to found New Mexico in 1598, made it the colonial gateway. A settlement called
El Paso, or Paso del None, grew up on the west (Mexican) side of the river and in 1668 the
church still standing (in Juarez) was dedicated.

The Pueblo Revolt of 1680, which drove the Spanish out of northern New Mexico,
sent 2,000 refugees to the El Paso area and saw the establishment of the small El Paso
valley towns of Ysleta, Socorro, and San Elizario (a change in the river's in 1849 put all
three in Texas). Don Diego Vargas in 1691 led the Spanish from El Paso on the
(somewhat) peaeeful reconquest of New Mexico. The first American to leave a record of
the are, Lt. Zebulon Pike, while a Spanish prisoner in 1807, wrote of El Paso, "The
settlement is by far the most flourishing (Spanish) town we have been in... finely cultivated
fields of wheat and numerous vineyards from which were produced the finest wine ever
drank." In 1888 the Mexican city of El Paso del None was renamed Ciudad Juarez, to
honor the Mexican president who made it capital-in-exile in 1865-66.

The Texas city has been know by different names, although as historian C.L.
Sonnichscn points out, the post office (since 1852) has always been El Paso. In 1827 Juan
Maria Ponce de Leon established El Rancho de Ponce where downtown El Paso, Texas
stands, the first settlement on the east bank. In 1846, the United States Army captured Paso
del None after a brief battle near today's Sunland Park (NM), and the river became an
international boundary. Ben Franklin Coons bought the de Leon land in 1849, setting up
a town of sorts, and in 1858, when the Butterfield Overland Mail Co had Anson Mills build
its largest and most important station there (covering two acres between El Paso and
Oregon streets), the town was still being called Franklin City. But Magoffinsville was nearby
(where Fort Bliss was first established in 1854), and below it was Concordia, while the name
Smithville was sometimes used after Wilma T. (Uncle Billy) Smith bought out Coons.

The wandering of downtown El Paso streets can be credited to Uncle Billy's
generosity. He gave away many plots of land to friends, letting them erect homes as they
would, and when Mills, the district surveyor, began laying out the townsite in 1858, the
founding fathers would not let him move anybody to accomplish the usual gridiron street
pattern. It was Mills who gave the resulting town the name of El Paso.

During the Civil War the El Paso region was the only part of Texas captured and
held by the Union. Volunteer Union troops called the California Column chased out the
Confederate in August 1862, and after the war several of these Unionists remained to run
El Paso for a decade or more.

(Source: Texas Sketches, by A. C. Greene. Taylor Publishing Company, Dallas, TX 1985.)
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INTRODUCTION

[For the genealogist: this reprinted edition includes the capitalization of the surnames in

the original text for easier reference. Section II is the list in outline form in order of the

houses where the census was taken, showing name, age and relationship to the head of the

family. Section III: Every surname index.]

From the point of view of social and cultural conditions, our knowledge of the El

Paso district in the period from 1685 to 1725 is very meager. The following census list,

published here for the first time, throws new light on the subject.^ It is more than a mere
list of names, for it gives a good picture of life in the El Paso settlements in the year 1692.^
It should be of special value to students of Texas and New Mexico history. The census was

taken by Governor Vargas of New Mexico from December 22,1692, to January 2,1963, for

the purpose of ascertaining the number of settlers to be taken from the El Paso settlements

to recolonize New Mexico. The list does not include the soldiers of the presidio, the

missionaries, nor all of the local officials. When the census was examined by the viceroy

of New Spain, the Conde de Galve, he also had before him the letters of certification from

Governor Vargas, dated January 2 and 12,1693, and correspondence from Vargas and the

cabildo of Santa Fe, which had its headquarters at El Paso since the withdrawal from New

Mexico in 1680, dated El Paso, January 3, 11, and 12, 1693.^ These letters emphasized the
destitute condition of the settlers. According to Governor Vargas the householders were

living on the same miserable economic scale as were their servants. They lacked sufficient

clothing, and only about on-fourth of the inhabitants had as much as a single horse. The

cabildo pointed out that the residents were in desperate need of government aid due to the
extreme poverty of the settlements, and that only one-fourth of the New Mexico exiles of

1680 were still living in the El Paso district. The census reveals that at this time, 1692-1693,

the total population of the district was approximately 1,000."^

^This document may be found in Audiencia de Guadalajara, legajo no. 139, Arehivo
General de Indias, Seville. Photostatic copies are in the Library of Congress, Washington,
D.C., and the Coronado Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.

In the translation no changes have been made in the spelling of proper names; they
have been left exactly as they are found in the original manuscript, hence the variations in
spelling and the absence of accent marks.

^For a discussion of the exact location of the five towns listed in this census, see Carlos
E. Cantaneda, Our Catholic Heritage in Texas, The Mission Era: The Finding of Texas, 1519-
1693, I, 275-277.

^A.G.I., Guadalajara, legajo no. 139.

"For the population of the El Paso district in the early 1680*s see Charles W. Haekett,
ed., Historical Documents relating to New Mexico, Nueva tAzcaya, and Approaches Thereto,
to 1773, III, 327-328, note 133, and Castaneda, I, 254. We have no exact figures for the



THE DOCUMENT

[ have named as witnesses to accompany me on the visit [to be made in order to take

the census], Sergeant Major Francisco de ANAYA ALMAZAN, ordinary alcalde of first

vote, and Captain Juan GARCIA DE NORIEGA, alguacil mayor of the cabildo.

Don Diego de VARGAS ZAPATA LUJAN PONZE DE LEON. Before me,

Alphonso RAEL DE AGUILAR, secretary of government and war.

PUEBLO DEL PASSO

Today, the said day and year of the above record, in full compliance with it, I, said

governor and captain general, accompanied by the witnesses therein named, and with the

assistance of my secretary of government and war, began the personal visit to obtain the

census and list of the residents, in their houses, in which they live, in this pueblo of El Paso

del Rio del Norte, of the kingdom of New Mexico, in the following manner:

First I visited the house of Captain Antonio MONTOYA, ordinaiy alcalde of second
vote, married to Maria HURTADO, with eight children, three males and five females: Juan

eighteen years of age, Andres, fourteen years old, and Antonio, a babe in arms, Juana,

thirteen years old, Maria, eleven years old, Antonia, seven, Nicolasa, five, and Thomasa,

three years of age.

Captain Juan GARCIA DE NORIEGA, alguacil mayor of the cabildo, married to

Francisca SANCHEZ Y YNIGO, with three sons and a daughter: Juan Antonio, eleven
years old, Francisco, seven years old, Joseph, five years old, Maria, two years old. Also

found in the said house were the following servants: Juana, eighteen years of age, Luisa,
twenty years old, Getrudes, seven years old, Bernardino, four, Maria, five years old, Monica,

five years old, Alonso, three years old, Matheo, one year old, Antonio, nine years old.

Adjutant Antonio LUZERO, councilman [regidor], married to Antonia VARELA DE
PEREA, with three sons and two daughters: Antonio, five years old, Juan, three years old,

Diego, one year old, Martina, fifteen years old, Bernardina, seven years old. Also two
sisters, one a widow named Geronima, without children, and the other Maria, eighteen years
old, and an orphan girl eleven years old.

period immediately after 1693. However, in 1693 a large number of the El Paso residents
moved north to establish new homes in and around Santa Fe. See J. Manuel Espinosa,
"New Light on the Histoiy of the Reconquest of New Mexico," MID-AMERICA, XXII
(1940), 271. A description of the El Paso settlements in 1726 may be found in General Don
Pedro de Rivera's Diario..,, quoted in Castaneda, I, 276.



Diego MONTOYA, councilman, married to Josepha de HINOJOS, with six children:
Salvador, three years old, Juan Esteban, five years old, Antonio, three years old, Maria de

la Rosa, eight years old, Luisa, four years old, Juana, two years old. Also, in the same

house, two married servants named Antonio and Ana Duran, his wife. He says that as a

loyal vassal of his Majesty he is very willing to enter [New Mexico] and settle there with his

wife and children when 1, said governor and captain general, enter.

Captain Joseph TELLEZ XIRON, married to Dona Cathalina ROMERO, with one
daughter named Jacintha TELLEZ XIRON, and another named Maria ZAPATA, and he

states that she has a maiden daughter who is with her brother Juan TELLEZ XIRON, and

that she writes to the said son telling him to bring her here, and her name is Juana

TELLEZ. He also states that he has two other children, Lucia and Catalina. Also five

servants named Getrudes, Maria Josepha, Ysabel, and Nicolas. And he says that as a loyal

vassal of his Majesty he is very willing to enter [New Mexico] whenever I, said governor and
captain general enter to colonize the said kingdom.

Sergeant Major Juan LUZERO DE GODOY, married to Dona Ysabel de

SALAZAR. He declares as his children Mathias, thirty years old, Cayetano LUZERO, forty

years old, and Barbara, one year old. He state that he has four servants: Maria Juana,

Josepha, and Juan. And he says that as a loyal vassal of his Majesty, he is very willing to

enter [New Mexico] with his family whenever I, said governor and captain general, enter to

colonize the said kingdom.

Sergeant Major Bartolome GOMEZ ROBLEDO, bachelor. He declares as his

family the following persons: Dona Juana ORTIZ, his widowed sister. Dona Ana Maria

ROBLEDO, Dona Maria ORTIZ, Franeisca, Lucia, Maria Rossa, Dona Ana GOMEZ,

Gregoria, and Franeisca. Also four female and two male servants named Magdalena,

Petrona, Maria, Ana, Luis, and Sevastian. And he says that he will enter [New Mexico] with
me, said governor and captain general, only to construct his house and irrigation ditch, and

after this id done he will return and enter with all of the above persons.

Captain Lazaro de MIZQUIA, married to Dona Maria LUZERO DE GODOY, with

five children, three males and two females, named Alonso, thirteen years old, Domingo,
eleven years old, Salvador, one year old, Leonor Rosa, fourteen years old, and Franeisca,

seven years old. Also Joseph, twelve years old, who is their nephew. And he says that he

will enter [New Mexico] with the said governor alone, and that later he will return for his
family.

The adjutant general of the kingdom, Diego VARELA, married to Mariana
FRESQUI, with sbc children, three males and the other three females: Xptoval, fifteen
years old, Juan, seven years old, Joseph, six years old, Antonia, twelve years old, Gregoria,



eleven years old, Maria, five years old. And he has as servants, Maria and Antonio. And

he also states that he has in his house two orphans named Juana and Maria. Also Maria,

the wife of Juan SANCHEZ CAVELLO. And he says that he will enter [New Mexico]

alone in order to build his house, and that after it is built he will return for his entire family,

and will enter to settle in the said kingdom.

Captain Francisco ROMERO DE PEDRAZA, married to Dona Francisca

RAMIREZ DE SALAZAR, with two children named Domingo, six years old, and Graciana,

twelve years old. And he has as servant Juan, married to Maria, and the said servant has

two children named Domingo, four years old, and Antonia, eight years old. He also states

that he as another servant named Maria, thirteen years old. And he says that he is ready

to enter [New Mexico] with his family whenever the said governor and captain general,
enter.

Captain Luis MARTIN, married to Melchora de los REIES, with three sons and

three daughters named Francisca MARTIN, twenty years old, Manuel, nine years old,

Sebastian, six years old, Sebastiana, twenty years old, Catalina nine years old, and Plonia,
three years old. And he states that as a loyal vassal of his Majesty he will enter [New
Mexico] whenever I; said governor and captain general, enter to colonize the said kingdom.

Joseph GALLEGOS, married to Catalina HURTADO, states that he has five

children named Antonio, five years old, Juan, seven years old, Nicolas, five years old, Diego,
three years old, and Juan, three years old. He says that with aid from me, said governor
and captain general, he will gladly enter the said kingdom with his family.

Andres HURTADO, married to Antonia DOMINGUEZ. He says that as a loyal
vassal of his Majesty he will enter and settle in New Mexico when I, said governor and
captain general, enter.

Antonio MONTANO, married to Ysabel JORGE DE VERA, with seven children,

four of whom are males, named Antonio, eight years old, Joseph, seven years old, Lucas,
six years old, Manuel, three years old, Polonia, eleven years old, Maria, five years old, and
Leonor, two years old. Also two servants, Juan and the Indian Joseph; a married woman,
those husband is absent, named Ysabel LUZERO, with a daughter named Michaela, seven
years old; also an Apache girl. He says that as a loyal vassal for this Majesty he is very
willing to enter [New Mexico] whenever ordered to do so, but that for the present he will
enter only to rebuild a house, and will return for his family later.

Captain Juan LUIS, bachelor. He states that he has in his household two Indians

named Magdalena and Clara, the latter eighteen years old. He says that he is ready to
enter [New Mexico] with open arms any day designated.



Sergeant Major Aionso GARCIA, widower, states that he has five children named

Juan Antonio, fifteen years old, and Juan, five years old. He states that he also has in his

household Mary, thirty-five years old, and Lorenzo and Joseph; and that when I, said

governor and captain general, enter [New Mexico] he will enter veiy gladly to build a house
and will later return for his family.

Juan de PEREA, married to Luisa de TAFIA, with a son named Francisco, six years

old. He also has in his household his mother-in-law, named Maria de CHAVES, and her

maid, named Maria LOPEZ, fifteen years old. Also in his house is his brother-in-law

named Francisco, fourteen years old. He says that if the others go [to New Mexico] he will
gladly go, provided that he is given the help necessary to make it possible.

Hernando MARTIN, married to Maria MONTANO, with a daughter named
Pasquala, fourteen years old. He says that he is very willing to enter and settle [n New
Mexico] when I, said governor and captain general, enter.

Xptoval MARTIN, married to Antonia MORAGA, with six children, four of whom

are males, named Xptoval MARTIN, fourteen years old, Simon, eight years old, Miguel, five
years old, Diego, four years old, and Juana, two years old. And he says that he is very
willing to enter the said kingdom and settle there with his family whenever he is ordered
to do so.

Juan de RIVERA, married to Maria GARCIA, with four children named Juan, seven

years old, Maria three years old, Juana Andrea, six years old, and Bernardina, five years old.
He says that he is ready to enter and settle in New Mexico whenever his Honor enters the

said kingdom

Domingo de HERRERA, married to Maria MARTIN, with six children, four of

whom are males, named Marcos, seven years old, Francisco, nine years old, Juan, four years
old, Mathias, two years old, Antonia, ten years old, and Josepha, eleven years old. And he
says that he is willing to enter with his entire family to settle in New Mexico when I, said
governor and captain general, enter.

Luis MARTIN, married to Maria de VEGA, with three children, two of them girls,
named Antonio, four years old, Josepha, eight years old, and Petronila, one year old. And
he also has in his house a sister-in-law named Francisca de la VEGA, and a boy named
Pasqual, one year old. He ways that he is willing to enter and settle in the kingdom of New
Mexico whenever the entry is made.



Scvastian MARTIN, married to Maria LUXAN, with a son named Martin, one year

old. He says that he is willing to enter [New Mexico] with his family when I, said governor
and captain general, enter.

Pasqual COVOS DE LA PARRA, married to Lucia del CASTILLO, with a son

named Lucas, age twelve. He says that his wife is very ill, but that if she is well when the

entry [into New Mexico] is made, he will enter very gladly.

Christoval DURAN, bachelor, with his sister and her three children named Lorenzo,

seven years old, Alejo, five years old, and Ana Maria, nine years old. He says that if he had

sufficient provisions to enter [New Mexico] he would do so. He also has two brothers
named Sevastian, thirteen years old, and Miguel, nine years old, and a sister named Maria,

twelve years old.

Xptoval de la SERNA states that he has with him his mother and seven brothers and

sisters. His mother's name is Ysabel LUXAN, widow, and his brothers and sisters are

Francisco, twelve years old, Antonio, five years old, Antonia, thirteen years old, Maria, ten

years old. And he says that he is willing to enter New Mexico with his mother and his

brother and sisters whenever the colonizing expedition is ready to enter.

Bartholome TRUXILLO, widower, with two children named Lorenzo, three years

old, and Sevastiana, thirteen years old. He says that he is willing to enter and settle in the

said kingdom of New Mexico whenever I, said governor and captain general, enter.

Diego DURAN, married to Juana de la VEGA, with two children named Nicolas

DURAN, two years old, and Maria, four years old. He says that he is willing to enter and

settle in the said kingdom of New Mexico when I, said governor and captain general, enter.

Agustin de PEREA states that he has in his house his grandmother, named Francisca

GARCIA, and also Phelipe de PEREA, Juana de PEREA, and Ysabel de PEREA, and the

latter two are his sisters. His said sisters have four children named Francisco, twelve years

old, Antonio, eight years old, Theressa, twelve years old, and another child named Theressa,

four years old. He says that he is willing to enter and settle [in New Mexico] whenever the
said entry is made.

The above mentioned Joseph TELLEZ XIRON, of the fifth household listed in the

census, stated that there are more persons under his charge to declare, saying that he had
four orphans: Maria, five years old, Josepha, four years old, Ramon, also four years of, and

Ysidro Joseph, two years old.



Catalina de ESPARZA, maiden lady, with three of her nephews named Juan, fifteen

years old, Manuel, twelve years old, and Maria, seven years old. She also has six servants

named Miguel, forty years old, Magdalena, thirty years old, Francisca, fifteen years old,

Luissa, ten years old, Miguel eight years old, and Maria Magdalena. She is willing to enter
with all her family to settle in the said kingdom.

Tiburcio de ORTEGA, married to Margarita de OTON, with five children, four of
whom are boys, named Antonio, age twelve years, Ysidro de ORTEGA, eight years old,

Pablo, four years old, Gregorio, two years old, and Maria, thirteen years old. He also has

three female Indian servants and one male servant named Luisa, Juana, Anastassia, and

Phelipe. He said that as loyal vassal of his Majesty he is very willing to do whatever is
ordered of him, and that he will enter with his family to settle in the said kingdom.

Jaeinto SANCHEZ YNIGO, married to Ysabel JIRON, with two children named

Joseph, one year and a half old, and Juana, four years old, and a female servant. He says
that with sufficient provisions with which to take his family he will enter and settle in the
said kingdom of New Mexico.

Pedro SANCHEZ DE YNIGO, married to Leonor VACA. He says that he is willing
to enter and settle in the said kingdom [of New Mexico].

Matheo TRUXILLO, married to Maria de TAPIA, with six children and four step
children, [the former] named Agustin, twelve years old, Antonio, six years old, Francisco,
two years old, Lucia, ten years old, Juana, five years old, and Juana de TRUXILLO, one
year old; the step-children are named Diego ROMERO, twenty years old, Joseph
ROMERO, fifteen years old, Antonio ROMERO, fifteen years old, Jaeinto ROMERO,
fourteen years old. He says that he is willing to enter with his family to settle in the said
kingdom of New Mexico, as well as to carry out whatever else I, said governor and captain
general, so order, as a loyal vassal of his Majesty, as he has always done. He has only one
beast and says that with sufficient provisions he will take his wife and family, to which I
answered that as for provisions nothing will be lacking for the execution of his journey at
the said time.

Augustin LUXAN, bachelor, says that when I, said governor and captain general,
enter to colonize the said kingdom, he will go with me if he is given sufficient provisions.

Juan de ARCHULETA, married to Ysavel GONZALEZ, with five children: Andres
de ARCHULETA, ten years old, Diego, six years old, Maria, eight years old, Antonia, four
years old, and Juana, six months old. He says that he is willing to enter the said kingdom
of New Mexico and settle with his family when I, said governor and captain general, enter,
if he is provided with that which is necessary.



Macstrc dc Camp Alonso GARCIA, married to Dona Theresa VARELA. He states

that he has twelve servants: Juana, twenty years old, Bernardino and his wife named

Josepha, Xptoval, Francisca Magdalena, Catalina, Maria, another Maria, another Maria,

Juan Antonio, and Catalina. He says that as a loyal vassal of his Majesty he is willing to

enter and settle in the said kingdom of New Mexico, but that he finds himself without the

means to take his family either on foot or on horse, although he is very willing to do so.
I told him that I, said governor and captain general, would assist him in every way possible

in the said matter.

Josepha de FONTES, widow of Diego HURTADO, states that she has two sons

named Juan, fifteen years old, and Diego, six years old, and an Apache woman.

Dona Bernardina TRUXILLO, widow of Captain Andres HURTADO, with a

daughter name Dona Mariana SALAS OROZCO, eithteen years old, a step-daughter named
Juana, with two daughters and a son, named Maria, fourteen years old, Bernardina, eight
years old, and Joseph, four years old.

Diego ROMERO, bachelor. He has in his house three brothers and a sister, named

Bernardo, ten years old, Xptoval, seven years old, and Ysavel, sixteen years old. He says
that he will enter the province of New Mexico with his brothers and sister to settle there.

The widow Juana GARCIA, with six children named Maria, twelve years old,
Theresa, nine years old, Leonor, seven years old, Francisco, six years old, Antonio, seven
years old, and Francisca, fifteen years old. She has five servants named Maria, thirty years
old, with a two year old son named Miguel, and another named Antonio, six years old,
Catalina, nine years old, and Juliana, five years old.

The widow Ana Maria GARCIA, with five children named Manuel, twelve years old,
Salvador, three years old, Maria, thirteen years old, Rufina, seven years old, and Juana, five
years old.

The widow Josepha DURAN, with three children named Joseph, four years old,

Augustin, a babe in arms, Maria, five years old; also, a sister named Juana DURAN, and

brothers named Lazaro DURAN and Bartolome DURAN, the latter twenty years old. Also
two servants named Xptoval and Maria, the latter twelve years old.

Juan de HERRERA, with three [sic] children named Xptoval Maria, ten years old,
Mathias, fifteen years old, Maria, six years old, and Juana, four years old.



Ynes de la CRUZ, with three daughters named Ynes, thirty years old, Juana, twenty

years old, and Maria, twenty-four years old. Also two orphans. Bias, four years old, and
Gctrudes, five years old, and another boy named Joseph, six years old.

Lconor MARTIN, widow, with two children, named Antonio, fifteen years old, and

Juana de OJEDA, six years old.

Captain Don Fernando DURAN Y CHAVES, married to Dona Lucia de

SALAZAR, with nine children named Bernardino, sixteen years old, Pedro, fifteen, Antonio,

fourteen, Ysabel, thirteen, Francisco, eleven, Luis, nine, Nicolas, six, Maria, four, and

Catalina, one. Also, a servant named Francisca, twenty-eight years old, and a child named

Ventura, five years old.

Maria ROMERO, married to Pasqual NARANJO, absent, with two sons and a

daughter, named Francisco, twelve years old, Joseph, twenty years old, Nicolas Lopez, his

son-in-law, who is living in his house, married to his daughter Maria de la Rossa, Theresa,

ten years old, and Joseph, eight years old.

REAL DE SAN LORENZO

Personal visit made and census taken, and the list of the residents of this real of San

Lorenzo, which is two short leagues from El Passo del Rio del Norte.

Maestre de Camp Luis GRANILLO, lieutenant governor and Captain general, married to

Dona Magdalena VARELA DE LOSADA, without children. He has three orphans: Maria,

eighteen years old, Felipe, sixteen years old, and Juan, fifteen years old. Servants:

Domingo, sixty years old, married to Catalina, forty years old, and their children Catalina,

twenty years old, Maria, eighteen years old, and Agustin, fifteen years old; also, and Indian

servant named Clara, thirty years old, Josepha, eight years old, Francisco, four years old,

and Antonio, two years old; and another Indian named Margarita, eighteen years old. He

says that he has served his Majesty faithfully for thirty-nine years, that he was never an

encomendero in New Mexico, and that he is so poor that without help he cannot move his

household. Heedful of the said answer, I, said governor and captain general, told him that

it was the will and intention of his Excellency the viceroy, the Conde de Galve, by
agreement of the gentlemen ministers of the Royal Junta de Hacienda, and the order issued,

that I should take the families ad residents living the pueblo of El Paso and the settlements

of the surrounding area, their transportation being assured; and that his Excellency the said
viceroy offered, promised, and granted them the honors and privileges of colonizers, with
which he would honor them, sending them the royal cedula of his Majesty and other

dispatches in which his Greatness would clarify the matter, explaining the said honors and
privileges, and granting land; also, that those wishing to go with the salary of presidials



would be thus provided, and that those going with the aid granted to settlers will go in that

capacity in the same manner, the mater being left to his decision, and said to me, said

governor and captain general, in accordance with the said order and command to which I

have referred.

Sergeant Major Francisco ANAYA ALMAZAN, ordinary alcalde of first vote of the

cabildo, married to Dona Phelipa RICO DE ROXAS, with three children, two males and

one female: Salvador, ten years old, Antonio, eight years old, Maria, four years old. Also,

an orphan named Maria, fifteen years old, a widowed sister of his named Dona Ynes de

ANAYA, her son named Joseph, twenty-one years old, her servant girl, and an Indian

named Antonia. He says that he has been serving his Majesty for over forty years at his

own expense, and that he never had an encomienda; that at the time of the general uprising

in New Mexico he was on one of the frontiers as the leader of sbc men under his charge,
and that upon hearing of the said uprising he was unwilling to abandon the said frontier;

and that on the said occasion he lost his wife and children. He said that without help he
cannot move his family because he is extremely destitute, to which I, said governor and
captain general, answered that which is stated above with regard to the order and command

of his Excellency the viceroy, Conde de Galve, to which I refer.

Sergeant Major Lorenzo MADRID, married to Dona Ana de ALMA21AN, without

children. He states that he has five servants named Luisa, thirty years old, Paula, nine years
old, Eugenia, eight years old, Juan Francisco, eight years old, Xptoval, fourteen years old,
and Pedro, a babe in arms. He says that he has been serving his Majesty in New Mexico

and in these parts for forty-one years, having been and encomendero in the said kingdom,
and that as a loyal vassal of his Majesty he is willing to enter and settle in the said kingdom
if his Majesty gives him the necessary aid; that he will enter to build a house and will take

his family later.

Captain Pedro SEDILLO, widower, with two sons named Juan RICO DE ROXAS

SEDILLO, twenty-three years old, and Joachin RICO DE ROXAS, sixteen years old, the
former being absent, having gone to tierra firme, and an Indian woman. He says that he

needs much help before he can move to the said kingdom of New Mexico.

Captain Alonso del RIO, married to Dona Maria GONZALEZ, with two orphans
named Juliana, fifteen years old, and Nicolasa, twelve years old; also an Indian servant
named Jacinta, another servant twelve years old, and Antonia, also a servant, thirteen years
old. He says that he is willing to enter and settle in the said kingdom if his Majesty grants
him the necessary aid, that he will go to build his house, and will later return for his family.
Also found in his house were his mother, named Dona Maria MADRID, with a maiden

daughter, a child named Juan del RIO, twelve years old, a female servant thirty years old.
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a maic servant named Xptoval, thirteen years old, Antonio, twelve years old, a girl named
Magdalena, and another named Andres, eleven years old.

Sergeant Major Cristoval TAPIA, married to Juana VALENCIA, without children.

Found in his house were an orphan named Maria, twenty years old, another orphan named
Juana Andrea, seven years old, a servant twenty years old, the mother of the aforesaid
named Elena RUIZ, an orphan named Angela de TAPIA, who is a widow with two sons

named Bernardino, twenty years old, and Antonio, twenty-seven years old, a son [sic]
Joseph, eighteen years old, an orphan named Domingo, and an Indian girl twelve years old.
He says that he is willing and ready, as a loyal vassal of his Majesty, to serve God and the
king, and that he will first enter with me, said governor and captain general, to build his
house, and later enter with his family, provided he is given the necessary aid for that
purpose.

Francisco JURADO, married to Dona Lucia VARELA DE LOSAJDA, with four sons

and four daughters named Juan, twenty years old, Joseph, eighteen years old, Francisco, six
years old, Antonio, four years old, Maria, twelve years old, Ysabel, ten years old, and
Magdalena, eight years old. Also seven servants named Petrona, thirty years old, Margarita,
eighteen years old, Maria, fourteen years old, Alonsso, thirteen years old, Antonia, twelve
years old, Nicolsa, nine years old, and Manuel, five years old. He says that he has served
his Majesty in New Mexico and in these parts for twenty-sbc years and that he is ready to
obey the orders of his Majesty, and that if he is given the assistance necessary to move his
family he will enter and settle in the said kingdom.

Sergeant Major Sevastian GONZALEZ, married to Josepha RICO DE ROXAS, with
four sons and four daughters named Francisco GONZALEZ, twenty years old, Augustin,
sixteen years old, Sevastian GONZALEZ, ten years old, Miguel GONZALEZ, one year old,
Antonia GONZALEZ, fifteen years old, Maria GONZALEZ, thirteen years old, Lucia,
eight years old, and Francisea GONZALEZ, three years old. Also four servants named

Maria, thirty years old, Juan, nine years old, Josepha, four years old, and Miguel, twelve
years old. He says that he has been serving his Majesty for thirty years at his own expense,

that he never has had an encomienda, and that his Majesty's will is his will. And he says

that in order to move he needs all manner of help, for he lacks even a shirt.

Captain Juan del RIO, married to Ana de MORAGA, with three sons and three

daughters named Diego, twenty-five years old, Francisco, twenty-three years old, Joseph,
twenty-two, Mary, twenty-four years old, another Mary, eighteen years old, and Antonia,
fifteen years old. Also a servant girl named Diega, nine years old. He is willing to settle
in the said kingdom provided that his Majesty supplies all the necessary assistance, and that
for the present he will go alone to build his house, and will later return for his family.
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Captain Pedro de LEIBY, married to Maria de NAVA, with two sons and three

daughters named Diego, six years old, Juan, three years old, Maria, fifteen years old,

Antonia, ten years old, and Maria Magdalena, one year old. Also a servant named Maria

who has three children named Luis, eight years old, Juan Antonio, five years old, Caietano,

one year old. Also a servant named Maria who has three children named Luis, eight years

old, Juan Antonio, five years old, Caietano, one year old, and another servant named

Antonio, ten years old. Also found in the said house were an unmarried niece thirty years
old name Juana, with two children, Joseph, nine years old, and Juana, eight years old. He

says that he is willing to enter and settle in the said kingdom if his Majesty provides him
with all of the necessary assistance because he is poor and on foot, and that he has been

in his service for twenty-five years without ever having received any favors.

Pedro HIDALGO, married to Ana Martin GRIEGO, with two daughters and four
sons named Nicolas, sixteen years old, Alonso, twelve years old, Xptoval, eleven years old,
Francisco, eight years old, Maria, seven years old, Marta, four years old, and an orphan
named Bernardina, five years old. Also six servants named Maria, forty years old, with two
children, Antonio, fourteen years old, Josepha, twelve years old, Getrudis, nine years old,
Bernardino, four years old, Salvador, nine years old, Ysabel, thirty years old. He is willing
to enter and settle in the said kingdom, and to serve his Majesty as ordered, if he is
provided with the necessary assistance. He says that he has served him [his Majesty] in the
said kingdom and has participated in the entradas which have been made, at his own
expense; that he will go in order to build his house and that his family will enter later if
given assistance.

Captain Pedro MADRID, married to Yuimar [?] VARELA, with four sons named
Domingo LORENZO, fifteen years old, Antonio, twelve years old, Diego, ten years old,
Joseph, eight years old, and two daughters named Juana MADRID, twenty years old, and
Lucia, six years old. He says that he is a loyal vassal of his Majesty the king, our lord, and
that he will enter and settle in the said kingdom with his family if given all the necessary
assistance.

Bartolome Romero PEDRAZA, married to Dona Lucia VARELA, with three

children named Mathias, nine years old, Juana, three years old, and Maria, a babe in arms.
He says that he is and always has been a loyal vassal of his Majesty, and that he is willing
to go and settle in the said kingdom of New Mexico if given all the necessary assistance
without which it would be impossible.

Alonso MAESE, married to Catalina MONTANO, with six sons and three daughters
named Gabriel, twenty years old, Antonio, fifteen years old, Francisco, twelve years old,
Nicolas, ten years old, Juan, six years old, Cayetano, three years old, Diego, five years old,
Joseph, three years old, Josepha, twenty years old, Maria, fifteen years old, Anamaria, ten
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years old. He also has in his said house two sisters named Luisa, twenty years old, and
Maria, eighteen years old. He says that he has served his Majesty at his own expense, and

that he is in great need of assistance if he is to settle in the kingdom of New Mexico.

Juan PACHECO, married to Antonia de ALATIA, with three children named Juan

Antonio, twelve years old, Phelipe, nine years old, and Matias, seven years old. He says that

as a loyal vassal of the king, our lord, he is willing to enter and settle in the said kingdom

if provided with the necessary assistance.

Manuel VACA, married to Maria de SALAZAR, with three sons and three

daughters named Antonio, nine years old, Diego, one year old, Gregorio Vaca, three years

old, Maria, thirteen years old, Josepha, seven years old, Bernardina, five years old. He says

that he is willing and ready to fulfill his Majesty's orders if given the necessary assistance

with which to enter and settle in the kingdom of New Mexico.

Xptoval VARELA, married to Casilda de GRACIA, with a son and a daughter

named Geronimo, three years old, and Maria de la Rosa, a babe in arms, and two orphans

named Antonio, thirteen years old, and Petrona, twelve years old. He says that he is willing

and ready to carry out the orders of the king, our lord, but that he is in need of every

assistance if he is to move, for he is on foot.

Antonio de ZISNEROS, bachelor, with his poor widowed mother whom he supports,

named Ana GUTIERREZ, and a brother and four sisters named Francisco, thirteen years

old, Magdalena, twenty years old. Ana maria, fifteen years old, Catalina, twelve years old,

and Geronima, sixteen years old. Also four orphans named Juan, three years old, Maria,

twelve years old, maria four years old, and Augustina, a babe in arms. He says that he is

willing to enter New Mexico with me, said governor and captain general, in order to build

his house, and that later he will return for his family, if his Majesty provides him with the

necessary assistance.

Augustin LUXAN, married to Maria CISCNEROS, with four daughters and two sons

[sic] named Juan, twelve years old, Maria seven years old. Ana, five years old, Antonia,

three years old, Francisco, sixteen years old, and Antonio, a babe in arms. He ways that he

will obediently enter with me, said governor and captain general, in order to build his house,

and that he will take his family later, if provided with the necessary assistance.

Sevastian GONZALEZ, bachelor, with his mother Polonia VAREAL, seventy years

old, an orphan named Ynes, thirteen years old, and a servant named Antonia who has three

children named Joseph, thirteen years old, Ventura, two years old, and Estefana, fifteen

years old. He says that he will go to build his house [in New Mexico] when I go there, and
that he will take his family later, if he is given all the necessary assistance.
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Captain Francisco LOPEZ, married to Maria MORAGA, without children. He has

three orphans named Matias, a babe in arms, Maria, fifteen years old, and Maria, natural,

without children. He says that he is an obedient vassal of his Majesty, and that he is in dire

need of assistance if he is to settle in the said kingdom.

Juan VARELA, married to Ysabel RICO DE ROXAS. He says that he is ready to

enter and settle in the said kingdom if his Majesty grants all the assistance necessary.

Luis MAESE, married to Josepha MONTOYA, with two sons and four daughters

named Juan, thirteen years old, Xptoval, nine years old, Maria, sixteen years old, Francisca,

seven years old, Rossa, nine years old, and Antonia, three years old. Also two orphans

named Francisca, thirteen years old, and Felipa, nine years old. He says that he is a loyal

vassal of his Majesty and that he will carry out the orders very willingly if he is provided

with the necessary help, because at present he is destitute.

Juan GRIEGO, bachelor, with two brothers and two sisters named Francisco, sixteen

years old, Antonio, ten years old, Juana, twenty years old, and Maria, eighteen years old;

also three orphans named Nicolas, one year old, Maria, three years old, and Josepha, four

years old. He will willingly settle in the said kingdom when given the necessary assistance.

Juan Antonio, married to Maria Magdalena, without children. He has a brother-in-

law named Thomas, fifteen years old. He says the same as the others, that if he is given

all the necessary assistance he will go and settle in the said kingdom.

Captain Francisco LUZERO DE GODOY, married to Dona Josepha ZAMBRANO,

with eight children two of them males, named Andres and Francisco, and the daughters

named Beatriz, Juana, Tomas, Maria Magdalena, antonia, gregoria, and Francisca Josepha.

Dona Juana ALAMZAN, widow, twenty-eight years old, with the following children:

Alonso, twelve years old, Ygancio BACA, eleven years old, Juan, ten years old, Luis BACA,

four years old, Geronima BACA, four years old, Gregoria BACA, eight years old, Antonia

BACA, seven years old, Maria Magdalena, six years old, Margarita, two years old; also

Anamaria, her niece, fifteen years old. Servants: Antonio, thirty years old, Baltasar, six

years old, Joseph, four years old, Pedro, six years old, Pasquala, forty years old, Francisca,
twelve years old, Marzela, thirty years old, Joseph, four years old, Pedro, six years old,
Pasquala, forty years old, Francisca, twelve years old, Marzela, thirty years old, Antonia,
twenty-five years old, Ysabel, fifteen years old, and Margarita, ten years old. She says that
if she is given financial assistance with which to move her household she will enter and

settle in the said kingdom.
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Dona Lucia XARAMILLO, widow, with two orphans, and they say that they will go

wherever his Majesty orders them to go.

Maria LUXAN, widow, with two sons: Francisco LUXAN, twenty-four years old,

and Luis LUXAN, seventeen years old. They say that they will go wherever his Majesty the
king, our lord, orders them to go.

Those listed above are found in the said houses visited. And the said residents listed

told me, said governor and captain general, that the native Mexicans who also live in the

said real and pueblo of San Lorenzo had accompanied and followed them since the uprising

of the apostate Indians of the villa and capital of Santa Fe and the kingdom of New Mexico,

and that in loyalty and obedience to the divine and human Majesties they have persevered

with the hope of returning [to New Mexico] upon the recovery and restoration of the said
kingdom to the Royal Crown, in order to settle and live there, accompanying them wherever
they go. In view of the above justifiable request, and that it be of record in this census list,

they were listed in the following manner.

List of the native Mexicans who formerly lived in the Villa of Santa Fe in the company
of the original Spanish residents who hail from there.

Juan de DIGS, married to Catalina, with a daughter four years old.

Augustin BRITO, married to Fabiana, with a daughter named Pasquala, fourteen

years old; also an orphan twelve years old.

Pablo ARCHULETA, married to Leonor GRIEGO, with a daughter named Juana
Maria, twenty years old, and orphan named Augustina, two years old.

Nicolas, widower, with two sons: Bias, thirteen years old, and Antonio, two years

old.

Francisco BRITO, married to Maria de la CONGEPZION, with four children:

Nicolas, twelve years old, Joseph, four years old, Maria, three years old, and Augustin, a
babe in arms.

Joseph BRITO, married to Catalina.

Miguel MORAN, married to Maria de ORTEGA, without children.

Domingo, married to Angelina, with four children: Felipe, twenty years old, Juliana,
eighteen years old, Francisca, eight years old, and Antonio, a babe in arms.
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Miguel do la CRUZ, married to Juana de ARCHULETA, with an infant daughter;

and in the same family Anamaria, a widow.

Xptoval de APODACA, widower, with two children; Cayetana, seventeen years old,

and Juan, ten years old.

Bernardina Ysabel, widow , with two daughters: Maria, eighteen years old, and

Luisa, sixteen years old. Also two orphans, Augustin, four years old, and Antonio, two years
old. And in the same family was found Joseph, twenty years old.

Clara Susana, with a daughter named Andrea, and three orphans: Francisco, twelve
years old, Diego, ten years old, and Santiago, two years old.

Maria BRIXIDA, with three children: Juan Joseph, seven years old, Anamaria, five

years old, and Lucas, two years old. Also found in the said house was Melchora, eighteen

years old.

Josepha de ORTEGO, with four children: Lazaro, twenty years old, Angelina,

sixteen years old, Magdalena, seven years old, and Diego Antonio, four years old.

Agueda MORAN, with two children: Benito, twenty years old, and Juan Luis, three

years old. Also Maria, her daughter-in-law, with two children: Maria four years old, and

Juan MORAN, two years old.

Josepha de la CRUZ, widow, with two children: Juana, twenty years old, and two

orphans [sic].

Joseph, married to Juana, with four sons and daughters: Andrea, twenty-two years

old, francisca, fifteen years old, Cayetano, four years old, and Maria, a babe in arms.

Magdalena de OGANO, widow, with two children: Juana, twenty years old, and

Maria, fifteen years old. Also an orphan named Pasquala, two years old, and Getrudes with

a daughter five years old.

[Senecu]

Personal visit and census list of the residents of this pueblo of Senecu, three short
leagues from El Paso del Rio del Norte.

Captain Joseph de PADILLA, alcalde mayor and war captain of this said pueblo for
Senecu, married to Maria LOPEZ, with then children named Phelipe, nineteen years old,
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Juan Antonio, sixteen years old, Antonio, fourteen years old, Diego, twelve years old,

Joseph, nine years old, Cayetano, seven years old, Joachin, three years old, Luis, a babe in

arms, and two orphans named Josepha, fourteen years old, and Juan de Dios, nine years
old. Servants named: Diego, thirty year sold, Antonio, twenty four years old, Domingo,

fifteen years old, Xptoval, sixteen years old, Gabriel, thirteen years old, Alonso, eleven years

old, Diego, ten years old, Joseph Antonio, ten years old, Augustin, eight years old, Nicolas,

seven years old, Juan six years old, Juanillo, thirty years old, Maria, thirty-five years old,

another Maria, twenty-six years old, Juana, forty years old, Lucia, forty years old, Maria, ten

years old,, Antonia, ten years old, Getrudes, nine years old. Ana, ten year old, Dorotea,

fourteen years old. He says that he has been twenty years in the kingdom as a loyal vassal
of his Majesty, and that he has always carried out what has been ordered of him without

receiving favors from his Majesty; and that if his Majesty provides him with the assistance

that will enable him to move his family, he will go [to New Mexico] first to build his house
there, at the place which 1, said governor and captain general, designate, and then he will

take his said family there.

Lazaro de MO RAGA, married to Augustina de los REYES, with six children named

Joseph Antonio, a babe in arms, Maria, twenty years old, Francisca, twenty years old,

Antonia, seven years old, Estefana, three years old, Juana, two years old. Also living in this
house are his father-in-law and mother-in-law, and a brother-in-law and sister-in-law. [The
father-in-law's name is] Cristobal, the mother-in-law's name is Ysabel, and the brother- and

sister-in law are named Xptoval and Ana. The later have ten children named Juan de la

CRUX, sixteen years old, Francisco, fourteen years old, Sevastian, nine years old, Domingo,
eight years old, Esteban, six years old, Xptoval, three years old, Bartolome, one years old,

Francisca, ten years old, Maria four years old, and Graciana, three years old. Also three

nieces and nephews of his father-in-law, Angelina, twenty years old, Essteban six years old,

Ventura, five years old, Maria, thirty years old, Diego, twenty-five years old, and two
children of the aforesaid [sic], Augustina, twenty years old, and Antonia, two years old.

Ysleta

Personal visit and census list of the residents of this pueblo of Ysleta, four leagues

distant from El Passo del Rio del Norte.

Captain Diego de LUNA, married with Elvira GARCIA, with two sons named

Antonio, fifteen years old, and Nicolas, five years old, a daughter named Gregoria, twenty-
four years old, and two servants named Juan, forty years old, and Juan Antonio, ten years
old. Also six other servants named Franzisca, thirty years old, Juan, four years old,
Thomassa, thirty years old, Maria, ten years old, Juana, five years old, Josepha, one year
old, and the mother of the said Captain Diego de LUNA, named Maria JARAMILLO. He
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says that as a loyal vassal of this Majesty he is willing and ready to earry out whatever is
ordered of him, but that he cannot enter and settle in the said kingdom in the month of

April because it is too soon; however, if his Majesty gives him the necessary assistance he

will enter and settle in the said kingdom. He says that he will enter alone to build his house

and that later he will bring his family.

Francisco de APODACA, married to Franeisca ROMERO, with nine children named

Felipe, eleven years old, Juan sbc years old, Pasqual, five years old, Miguel, two years old,

Catalina, eighteen years old, Antonia, sixteen years old, Maria, thirteen years old, Juana,

eight years old, and Manuela, one year old. He says that as a loyal vassal of his Majesty

he will settle in the said kingdom when I, said governor and captain general, enter.

Domingo MARTIN, married to Josepha de HERRERA, with eight children named

Diego, twenty-two years old, Mathias, sixteen years old, Miguel, nine years old. Bias, sbc

years old, Sebastiana, thirteen years old, Maria, twelve years old, Juana, four years old,

Barbara, a babe in arms. He says that as a loyal vassal of his Majesty he will go and settle
[in New Mexico] with his family if the necessary provisions are forthcoming. Also his
mother-in-law named Juana de los REIES.

Francisco ROMERO, married to Juana GARCIA, with five children named Joseph,

twelve years old, Pablo, ten years old, Mathias, one years old, Theodora, three years old,
and Petrona, two years old. He says that he will enter and settle in the said kingdom as a

loyal vassal of his Majesty.

Luisa GARCIA, with two daughters named Antonia, ten years old, and Felipa, twelve
years old.

Pasqual TRUXILLO, married to Antonia DURAN, without children. Also living in

the said house are his aunt named Ana de SANDOVAL Y MANZANARES, her niece

named Gregoria TRUXILLO with a daughter named Pasquala de SOTO, and two sisters,
one named Sevastiana de SANDOVAL Y MANZANARES, and the other Antonia de

SANDOVAL Y MANZANARES, the latter with a daughter named Phelipa de
SANDOVAL. Also the said sister Antonia has a son named Juan, twelve years old. Also
noted were the children whom the said Ana de SANDOVAL later declared to be hers,

three children named Feliciano de la CANDELARIA, sbcteen years old, Francisco, twenty

years old, Maria de la Rossa, fourteen years old. Also an orphan she has raised named

Santiago, four years old. They say that they are loyal vassals of his Majesty and that they
will go to settle in the said kingdom if they are given the assistance which will enable them

to go.
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Juan TRUXILLO, widower, with five children named Diego, fifteen years old,

Antonio, eight years old, Manuel, six years old, Maria, twelve years old, Catalina, eleven

years old, and a sister of the aforesaid named Antonia, thirteen years old, who has a
daughter named Catalina. He says that he will enter and settle in the said kingdom with
assistance from his Majesty.

Augustin de SALAZAR, married to Phelipa de GAMBOA, with two sons named
Antonio, four years old, and Miguel, two years old. Also found living in the said house
were his mother-in-law, named Lucia MARTIN, with an unmarried daughter named Petrona

DOMINGUEZ, sixteen years old. He says that if he is given the necessary assistance with
which to settle in the said kingdom, he will go there with his family.

Antonio DURAN, bachelor, twenty-six years old. Also living in his home are his
mother, Ysabel DURAN, with three children named Manuel, nine years old. Ana maria,
fourteen years old, Juana, twelve years old, and a servant thirty-five years old with a son
named Juan Antonio, four years old. Also living in his house is a niece named Francisca
with four children: Pedro, five years old, Miguel, a babe in arms, Maria, thirteen years old,
and Lucia, four years old. He says that he will go and settle in the said kingdom with his
family.

The widow Ynes de HERRERA, with three children named Carlos, seven years old.
Also found in her house was her mother, Luisa de HERRERA. She says that she will go
gladly to settle in the said kingdom [of New Mexico].

Francisca de ABREGO, widow, with an Indian woman named Juana MARTIN, [the
later] with three children named Antonio, twenty years old, Juan de DIGS, nine years old,
Maria, eighteen years old, and an orphan named Juana de OJEDA, eight years old.

Diego TRUXILLO, married to Catalina GRIEGA, without children.

Ana de ABREGO, with two nephews named Antonio, eleven years old, and Nicolas,
eight years old.

Dona Ana MORENO DE LARA, married to Xptoval VACA, five years absent from
these parts, now residing in Pasaxe with two daughters, who live with him, named Juana,
eighteen years old, and Luisa, seventeen years old. She also said that she had two sons
absent, one named Francisco, who is married and lives at them mines of Cusiguriache, and
the other named Pedro VACA, also married, and living at the real of Paral. Also she was
found to have in her house two orphans named Pedro, five years old, and Elena, twelve
years old. Also she showed me a grand-daughter named Josepha, five years old.
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Ana Maria MONTOYA, widow, with two children named Matheo, thirteen years old,

and Antonia, fifteen years old, and five orphans: Martina, twenty years old, Juana, eighteen

years old, Felipa, seven years old, and Rossa, seven years old. She says that she will enter

and settle in the said kingdom.

Socorro

Personal visit made and census list taken of the residents of this pueblo of Socorro,
five somewhat short leagues distant from El Paso del Rio del Norte.

Captain Juan de VALENCIA, married to Juana MADRID, with six children in her

house at present, named Antonio, eighteen years old, Miguel, twelve years old, Antonio,

eight years old, Joseph, one year old, Maria, twenty-one years old, Maria Rosa, seven years
old. Also thirty-two servants: Juan fifty years old, married to ysabel, with four children

named Maria magdalena, twelve years old, Baltasar, four years old, Josefa, eight years old,
and Catalina, four years old; Juan JIRON, forty years old, [married] to Francisca, with three
children named Mateo, fifteen years old, Rosa, seven years old, and Luis, two years old;
Luis, married to Pasquala, with a son named Juan Antonio, twelve years old; Antonio,
married to Juana, with two married children, Miguel, eleven years old, and Antonia, nine
years old [In the margin of the document a hand is drawn with the index finger pointing to
the preceding entry.]; Joan Tobar, married to Lucia, with two daughters named Lucia, three
years old, and Magdalena, one year old; Domingo, married to Magdalena, age thirty;
Bernardo, married to Maria, twenty years old, without children; Pedro, married to Juana,
age twenty; Teresa, unmarried, thirty-six years old, with a daughter named Pasquala, ten
years old; Juana, sixteen years old, and Antonia, fifteen years old. He says that as a loyal
vassal of his Majesty he will settle in the said kingdom of New Mexico if given the
assistance which will enable him to move his household, for it is very large and he is too
poor to do so without aid.

Alonso RODRIGUEZ, married to Juana de VALENZIA, with five children named

Carlos, twenty years old, Antonio, seven years old, Phelipa, two years old, Michael, seven
years old, Juana, four years old; also, Sevastiana, thirty years old, his wife's aunt. He says
that as a loyal vassal of his Majesty he is ready to carry out whatever is ordered of him,
provided he is given financial assistance, for he lacks even a single beast.

Xptoval TRUXILLO, married to Maria de MANZANARES, with two children

named Melchor, thirteen years old, and Michael, twelve years old; also, an orphan named
Lorenzo, two years old. He says that he is willing and ready to go and settle in the said
kingdom.
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Juana de ARGUELLO, widow, with five children named Antonio, eighteen years old,
Francisco, ten years old, Miguel, five years old, Michaela, fourteen years old, Josepha,

twelve years old.

Maria MARTIN, married to Antonio BEJARANO, absent, with five [sic] children:
Simon, twelve years old, Maria, eight years old, Michael, one year old, and Josepha, three
years old.

Maria LOPEZ, married to Salvador ROMERO, absent, with two sons named Diego,
eight years old, and Joseph, six years old.

Juana de LEYBA, with seven children named Antonio, twenty-five years old, Phelipe,
twenty years old, and Diego, fifteen years old, all of whom are absent, and Sixto, eight years
old, Maria, fifteen years old, Micaela, twelve years old, and Magdalena, nine years old.

Juan de la PAZ, married to Pasquala de ARCHULETA, with four children named

Thomas, twelve years old, Antonio, thirteen years old, Juana, eight years old, Estefania, two
years old. Also found in his house is Ana de la CRUZ, whom he said was his mother-in-

law. He says that he is willing to settle in the said kingdom.

Thomas de la CRUZ, married to Maria GOMEZ, with five daughters and one son
named Anastasia, sbcteen years old, Maria Magdalena, fifteen years old, Sebastiana, nine

years old, francisca, five years old, Ysabel, four years old, Manuel, one year old; also in his
house, his brother Bartolome, bachelor, forty years old, and a nephew of the aforesaid
named Joseph, fifteen years old.

Matias Francisco, married to Maria GOMEZ, with a child named Pedro, eight years

ago. He says that he will go and settle in the said kingdom.

Juan de ARCHULETA, married to the Maria de la CRUZ, with five children named

Nicols, ten years old, Catalina, eight years old, Nicolas, five years old, Maria, four years old,

Antonio, one year old; a sister for the aforesaid named Juana, thirty years old, and the
latter has four children named Diego, eight years old, Francisca, thirteen years old, Michael,
seven years old, and Rossa, two years old.

Tomas, married to Vrsola GOMEZ, with four children named Marcos, twelve year
old, Antonio, eight years old, Mateo, eight years old, Simon, a babe in arms.

Sevastiana, widow, with four children named Phelipe, twenty years old, Franeisco,
twelve years old, Joseph, two years old, Feliciana, a babe in arms.
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Antonio, married to Magdalena, with one child named Ysidro, twelve years old.

Maria de TAPIA, with four children named Alexo, fifteen years old, Lucia, thirteen
years old, Maria, twelve years old, and Juana, ten years old. She says that she will go and
settle in the said kingdom [of New Mexico].

General resume of the said personal visit made and census taken, with the list of all the
houses of the five pueblos.

According to the census list they number one hundred and twelve, and in them live

seventy-three married couples, on hundred and fifteen widows, bachelors, and unmarried

women, and four hundred and forty-eight boys and girls, the children of the above, of all
ages. Also found living in the said houses were two hundred and fifty persons of all ages
serving as domestics, whom they [their master] have raised and continue to raise, and whom
they designate as servants, as is of record in the said census with regard to the houses where
they are found.

And in order that the said personal visit made, and census taken, with the said list,
may be brought to the attention of his Excellency the viceroy, the Conde de Galve, I hereby
send it to him, with a letter of transmittal to his Excellency, for which purpose I order my
secretary of government and war to transcribe the testimony to the letter, so that upon
seeing it, his Greatness may decide what is best.

And that the said visit and this said auto may be of record, I signed with my secretary
of government and war. Done in this pueblo of El Passo del Rio del Norte, on the second
day of January, the year sixteen hundred and ninety-three.

Don Diego de VARGAS ZAPATA LUJAN PONZE DE LEON. Before me,

Alphonso Rael de AGUILAR, secretary of government and war.

Translated by J. Manuel ESPINOSA

Institute of Jesuit History

Loyola University, Chicago
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ROOTS - DM'S FOR EL PASO

*=CH1LDREN OF JOSE PADILLA AND MARIA LOPEZ

GRANDCHILDREN OF THIS PAIR

*CAYETANO PADILLA (18), n. El Paso, soldier 26 Apr 1710 (#22) El Paso del None
s/Capt. Jose de Padilla and Maria Lopez, dec

m: Micacla Lujan (20), n. El Paso 21 May 1710
d/Domingo Lujan and Antonia de Avalos, both dec.
wt: Lazaro Moraga (SO), Senecu del Paso; Toribio Benito Sanchez (SO); Nicolas Montoya (22), soldier; Antonio de la Pena

(24), soldier.
mw: Manin Garcia, soldier of NM, Juan Telles Jiron

comments; A Beatriz Suazo renounces claims, and lets groom go ahead with marriage.

♦DIEGO DE PADILLA (2S), espanol. El Paso del Norte 28 Aug 1713 (#1) Bernalillo
s/Capt Jose de Padilla and Maria Lopez, both dec

m: (1) Catarina Gutierrez
(2) Maria Vasquez, Espanola, NM 18 Sep 1713
d/Jose Vasquez and Maria Baca, dec
wt: Jose de Quintana, notaiy, Jose Lopez (70); Antonio Gallegos (3S); Vicente Garcia (2S); Antonio Montoya (24), who

said that groom had been married to a first cousin of his.
mw; Capt. Tiburcio de Onega, Capt. Diego Montoya, (^pt. Antonio Baca and wife Maria de Aragon.

♦FELIPE PADILLA, Presidio soldier 11 Jun 1698 (#1), Santa Fe
m; Juana Maria de Ogamo

wt; Diego Velasco, notaiy. Francisco Lucero de Godoy (S3), Santa Fe knew groom for 18 years, and bride for 25 years;
Sebastian Manin (25), La Canada; Francisco Romero de Pedraza (64), Santa Fe, knew both panies since birth;
Antonio Sisneros (30) Rio Abajo (incomplete).

♦♦FRANCISCO PADILLA (25), espanol 4 Jan 1775 (#'s 40-41) Isleta
s/Don Bernardo Padilla(s/Deigo) and Da. Quiteria Chaves

m; Josefa Lucero (17), espanola of Tome 30 Dec 1774
d/Don Miguel Lucero and Da. Rosalia Abeyta
wt; Cristobal Maria de Larranaga, notary; Andres Antonio Romero (45+); Alfonso Garcia de Noriega (50).

comments; Dispensed 3rd with 4th degree consanguinity. The relationship noted down by Felipe Jacobo Romero,
Albuquerque notaiy as follows;

Don Pedro de Chaves (brothers) Don Francisco de Chaves
Quiteria Chaves 1st cousins Antonia Chaves
Francisco Padilla 2nd cousins Rosalia Abeyta

Josefa Lucero

FRANCISCO PADILLA (25), mulato 28 Sep 1777 (#15), Isleta
s/Juan Manuel Padilla and Juana Anaya

m; Margarita Velasquez, mulata
d/Joaquin Velasquez and Juliana Benavides
wt; Manuel de Arteaga, notaiy in Albuquerque; Pablo Padilla (incomplete)

IGNACIO PADILLA (18) El Paso 26 Aug 1718 (#2) El Paso del Norte
s/Antonio Padilla and Maria de Avalos, both dec

m; Maria Victoria Herrera (15) 8 Sep 1718
d/Antonio Herrera and Agustina Gomez
wt: Antonio Duran de Armijo, notaiy; Manuel de Quesada (30), Francisco del Rio (50); Juan de Dios Lucero (62),

Francisco Lujan (53).
mw; Antonio Pena and Diego del Rio

JOSE PADILLA, indio genizaro 17 Dec 1763 (#1) Abiquiu
m; (1) Juana Gomez, india

(2) Maria Guadalupe (26), india, servant of Juan Espinosa
wt; Manuel de Arteaga, notary, Juan Cruz Archuleta (36), Juan Martin Serrano (25).

JOSE ANTONIO PADILLA (24), espanol 4 Feb 1780 (#16) Isleta
s/Diego Padilla and Maria Eduarda Yturrieta

m; Da. Juana Sanchez, Tome
d/Capt. Don Marcos Sanchez and Da. Margarita Valdes, dec.
wt; Esteban Padilla, notaiy, Tomas Chaves (39), Vicente Varela (27).

♦JOSE DE PADILLA (23), El Paso Soldier of the Presidio of El PUar y S. Jose 1711 (#4)



s/Cupi. Jdsc dc Padilla and Maria Lopez, dec
m: Antonia de Herrera (16), El Paso 12 Jan 1712

d/Antonio de Herrera and Francisca Gomez, dec
wt; Luis Duran (33), soldier, who knew groom for 3 years; Diego Trujillo (20), soldier, who always knew groom; Lorenzo

Trujillo (21); Tomas Mendez (25), both of whom knew bride always,
mw: Juan de Alderete; Francisco Lucero

*JUAN ANTONIO PADILLA (22) 7 Sep 1697 (#15), El Paso del None
.s/Capi. Jose de Padilla and Maria Lopez, dec, vecinos of New Mexico

m: Maria de los Rios (19) 23 Sep 1697
d/Capt. Juan del Rio and Ana Moraga living in Real de S. Lorenzo
wt: Antonio de Avalos, Nicolas Rodriguez, Antonio gonzales de Escalante, soldiers of the Presidio
mw: Alonso del Rio and Sebastiana Gonzales.

JUAN MANUEL PADILLA 1721 (#8)
m: 24 Feb 1721

mw: Felipe Pacheco and wife Rosa Manin (scrap)

JUAN MANUEL PADILLA (50), eq>anol, Santa Fe 16 Aug 1762 (#2) Albuquerque
^  m: (1) Juana de Anaya

(2) Margarita Garcia Jurado (33), e^anola
d/Pedro Garcia Jurado and Manuela Quitana
wt: Felipe Jacobo Romero, notary, Ventura Lopez (40), Andres Antonio Romero (34).

^*1



1692 EL PASO CENSUS - SEN ECU, three leagues from El Paso del Rio del Norte

CAPTAIN JOSEPH (JOSE) PADILLA (I)
b: 1647

m:

d: by 1713

MARIA LOPEZ

b:

d: by 1711

In the 1692 El Paso District census he states he had been in Senecu for 20 years.
Were not refugees from the Kingdom of New Mexico, remained at Guadalupe del Paso instead of
coming up with the Vargas Reconquest. Still living in Senecu in 1699.
NOTE: Birth places of the children indicate they traveled around: Santa Fe, 1673; Rio Arriba, 1676;
Isleta, 1730, Guadalupe del Passo, 1692-1711; and Senecu, 1692.

Children:

1. Phclipe fPelipel Padilla fRECONOnRSTl
b: 1673, Santa Fe (20 in 1694) (19 in 1692), n. Rio Abajo
m: 1698 Juana Maria de Ogama (SEE NOTE 1)

d/Magdalena de Ogama (SEE NOTE la) (SEE NOTE 3)
d:

children:

Juana

m: Florencio Garcia de Lira, Santa Fe in 1717 (SEE NOTE 4)
1. Juan Antonio Padilla (gave his name as Juan Miguel Padilla) (RECONQUKT)

b: 1676, Rio Arriba (17 in 1692) (22 in 1697)
m: (1) 23 Sep 1697, Maria de los Rios

d/Capt. Juan del Rio/Ana Moraga^
(2) 24 Feb 1721, Margarita Martin (SEE NOTE 5)

d/Captain Sebastian Martin of La Soledad and Maria Luhan^
d: by 1731, in San Juan, when his widow married Bernardo Roybal
children by (1):

2. Juana Padilla

b: c. 1717

m: Carlos Fernandez of Taos^ who was after his wife's inheritance in 1744
d: by 1744

3. Lupe (Luysa) Fernandez
3. Augustin Fernandez
3. Joseph Fernandez

^Roots, pg 1439. #15, El Paso del Norte. Juan Antonio Padilla (22), son of Capt. Jose
de Padilla and Maria Lopez, deceased, vecinos of New Mexico, and Maria de los Rios (18),
d. of Capt. Juan del rio and Ana Moraga living in REal de S. Lorenzo. Witnesses: Antonio
de Avalos, Nicolas Rodriguez, Antonio Gonzales de Escalante, soldiers of the Presidio.
Pair married, Sept. 23, 1697, with witnesses Alonso del Rio and Seastiana Gonzales.

^Lucero p. 35

^"Distinguished soldier, n. Europe, in Santa Fe 1750."



3. Antonio Fernandez

2. Barbara Padilla

b: c. 1719

^  m: 1757 Santiago Lucero (ONMF 223, 253) (SEE NOTE 21)
d: 20 Sep 1802, San Juan burials p 84.

3. Margarita Lucero
b: 6 Jui 1760, Abiquiu *

3. Josef Miguel Lucero
b: 23 Ag 1763, San Juan Bpt. p. 249
gp: Maria Luisa y Maria Antonia Gomez del Catillo (wife of Marcos Lucero).

(SEE NOTES 6, 7)
Children by (2):
2. Julian Padilla (SEE NOTE 8)

b: 12 Apr 1726
m: Margarita Martin d/Sebastian Martin (Lucero p. 105)

3. Juana Padilla

b:

m:

2. Tomas Padilla

b: 1735 (31 when enlisted at SF Presidio in 1766)
^  2. Michaela Padilla(SEE NOTE 9)

b:

m: Domingo Labadia in 1766 (Julian & Juana are witnesses)
1. Antonio Padilla (RECONOUESTl

b: 1678, (a son bom in Isleta 1730) (14 in 1692)
/sh m: 7 Nov 1728, Francisca Xaviera Vasquez

d:

2. Andres Padilla

b: 4 May 1730, Isleta
m:

d:

1. Diego Padilla (RECONOUESTi
b: 1680 (12 in 1692)
m: (1) 3 Nov 1706, Catalina (Gutierrez) de Salazar, Isleta (SEE NOTE 10)^

(2) 18 Sep 1713, Maria Vasquez Baca, Bernalillo (Origins, pg 142)
d/Magdalena Baca/Jose Vasquez de Lara

d/Manuel Baca/Maria Hurtado de Salazar

d/Bernardina de Salas y Trujillo/Andres Trujillo
d/Lucia Montoya^rancisco Trujillo

d/DiegoMontoya/Maria Ortiz de Vera
d/Diego de Vera/Maria Ortiz Abendano

d/Maria Ortiz Baca/Simon de Abendano
d/Cristobal Baca/Ana Ortiz

d: Last will 1736 at El Puerto de San Andres, Isleta

Children (prior to first marriage):

'^Loose document. Arch SF, Reel 52, UNNM

^In DM 1710 witness Antoniio Montoya (24) states that Catarina gutierrez was his first
cousin.



1692 EL PASO CENSUS - SENECU, three leagues from El Paso del Rio del Norte

CAPTAIN JOSEPH (JOSE) PADILLA (I)
b: 1647

m:

d: by 1713

MARIA LOPEZ

b:

d: by 1711

In the 1692 El Paso District census he states he had been in Senecu for 20 years.
Were not refugees from the Kingdom of New Mexico, remained at Guadalupe del Paso instead of
coming up with the Vargas Reconquest. Still living in Senecu in 1699.
NOTE; Birth places of the children indicate they traveled around: Santa Fe, 1673; Rio Arriba, 1676;
Isleta, 1730, Guadalupe del Passo, 1692-1711; and Senecu, 1692.

Children:

1. Phclipe (Felipel Padilla fRECQNOURSTl
b: 1673, Santa Fe (20 in 1694) (19 in 1692), n. Rio Abajo
m: 1698 Juana Maria de Ogama (SEE NOTE 1)

d/Magdalena de Ogama (SEE NOTE la) (SEE NOTE 3)
d:

children:

Juana

m: Florencio Garcia de Lira, Santa Fe in 1717 (SEE NOTE 4)
1- Juan Antonio Padilla (gave his name as Juan Miguel Padilla) (RECONQUEST)

b: 1676, Rio Arriba (17 in 1692) (22 in 1697)
m: (1) 23 Sep 1697, Maria de los Rios

d/Capt. Juan del Rio/Ana Moraga^
(2) 24 Feb 1721, Margarita Martin (SEE NOTE 5)

d/Captain Sebastian Martin of La Soledad and Maria Luhan^
d: by 1731, in San Juan, when his widow married Bernardo Roybal
children by (1):

2. Juana Padilla

b: c. 1717

m: Carlos Fernandez of Taos^ who was after his wife's inheritance in 1744
d: by 1744

3. Lupe (Luysa) Fernandez
3. Augustin Fernandez
3. Joseph Fernandez

^Roots, pg 1439. #15, El Paso del Norte. Juan Antonio Padilla (22), son of Capt. Jose
de Padilla and Maria Lopez, deceased, vecinos of New Mexico, and Maria de los Rios (18),
d. of Capt. Juan del rio and Ana Moraga living in REal de S. Lorenzo. Witnesses: Antonio
de Avalos, Nicolas Rodriguez, Antonio Gonzales de Escalante, soldiers of the Presidio.
Pair married, Sept. 23, 1697, with witnesses Alonso del Rio and Seastiana Gonzales.

^Lucero p. 35

^"Distinguished soldier, n. Europe, in Santa Fe 1750."



2. Luis Suazo

b: a natural son, born prior to his first marriage, but reared by Diego
m: 2 Oct 1734, Josefa Martin; d/Francisco Martin/Casiida Contreras

Children by first marriage:
2. Pedro Nolasco Padilla (ONF, p 253)*^

Children by second wife:
2. Francisco Padiiia (24 and executor of the will) (SEE NOTE 14)

b: c. 1713

m: 13 Mar 1732, Isabel Baca (b: c. 1713) (d: by 1750) (SEE NOTE 11)
3. Diega Padilla

b:

m: widow by 1750
d:

4. Maria Lucia

3. Agustin Padilla
b: 28 Aug 1734

3. Mariano Padilla

b:

3. Juan Domingo Padilla
b: 8 Feb 1739 (SEE NOTE 13)
m: Maria Rita Baca

3. Maria Josefa Padilla

m: Tomas Chavez, b: c. 1744
children: 5 sons, 2 daughters (SEE NOTE 23)

3. Augustina Lucia Padilla
b: 5 Dec 1774

m: Juan Domingo Chavez (2nd & 3rd cousin (SEE NOTE 12)
4.

3. Francisca Padilla

b: 8 Dec 1742 (56 in 1790)
m: Nicolas Torres Oct 1763

s/Diego de Torres/Maria Martin Serrano de Salazar, of Rio
Arriba (SEE NOTE 20)

4. Augustin Torres
b: 1765

4. Lorenzo Torres

b: 1767

m: Juana Nepomucena Ruiz, 1802
4. Andres Mariano Torres

b: 1774

m: (1) Maria Isabel Armijo, 8 aug 1794
(2) Maria Isabel Baca, 9 Feb 1809
5. Tomasa Torres

b: Dec 1797, San Antonio de los Trujillos
5. Juan Nepomucena Urbano Torres

b: May, 1880
5. Maria Rita Altagracia Torres

®See Roots pg 1428. Pedro Padilla, 48, of Sausal, witness at marriage of Jose Antonio
Pacheco and Maria Gertrudis Torres, in Belen, Sept 9, 1783.



b: 19 Jul 1802

m: Jose Encarnacion Chavez

5. Mariano de Altagracia Fabian Torres
^  b: 1805

d: July, 1807
5. Maria Gregoria Torres

b: 1807

5. Juan Torres

m: 18 May 1815, Lorenza Baca
4. Son

b: 1776

4. Josefa Torres

b: 1780

4. Son

b: 1784

4. Manuela Torres

b: 1789

m: Pedro Tafoya
2. Manuela Padilla

b: c. 1720

^  m: 29 Sep 1835 Francisco Xavier Chavez (SEE NOTE 15)
2. Nicolas Padilla

b: c. 1722 (14 in 1736)
2. Bernardo Padilla

b: 1724 (12 in 1736)
m: (1) Quiteria Chavez, after she had 3 illegitimate children

(Victoria, Leonardo and Antonio)
(2) 26 Sep 1786 Thereza Tafoya of Belen (See note 26)
(3?) Francisca Sanchez (see note 25)
3. Francisco Padilla

^  m: Josefa Lucero (SEE NOTE 16)
3. Julian Padilla

m: Anna Maria Padilla, d/Francisco Padilla & Bernardina Garcia
IF THIS COUPLE HAD A SON, JULIAN, HE MAY BE THE UNK
OR IF THIS IS THE GRANDFATHER OF MY JULIAN IT COULD

^  BE THE LINK If the custom continues, the first grandchild is named for
his paternal grandfather: Julian b: 1788 may be the grandson of this
Julian. Continuing: If Julian (1788) first son named Leandro was named
for his paternal grandfather, then on of 3. Julian's kids must have been a
Leandro.

2. Tomasa Padilla

b: c. 1728 (8 in 1736)
m: 3 Dec 1742, Tomas Chaves

3. Juan Jose Chaves

b: 4 Feb 1745

m: Ana Maria Baca

3. Maria Ursula Chaves

b: c. 1747

m: Arteaga
3. Geronimo Chaves

b: c. 1773



m: Maria Barbara Vallejo
3. Francisco Xavier Chaves

b: c. 1775

m: Ana Maria Alvarez del Castillo

4. Tomas Chaves

b: c. 1807

m:

4. Mariano Jose Chaves

b: 8 Dec 1809

m: Dolores Chaves

5. Jose Francisco Chaves

b: 27 Jun 1833

4. Antonio Nemesio Chaves, b: 2 Nov 1815
4. Jose Chaves, b: [1817]
4. Juana Chaves, b: [1821]
4. Maria Francisca Chaves, b: [1823]
4. Maria Merced Chaves, b: [1825]
4. Maria Dolores Chaves, b: [1827]
4. Barbara Chaves, b: [1829]
4. Manuela Antonia Chaves, b: [1831]

3. Victoria Ana Chaves

b: [1777]
m: Baca

3. Francisco Antonio Chaves

b: [1779]
m: Rosalia Chaves

2. Pedro Padilla (SEE NOTE 22)
b: 26 May 1731
m: 28 Jan 1755, Victoria Chavez

2. Maria Padilla

^  b: 29 Aug 1733
d: (died young)

2. Maria Barbara Padilla

b: 27 Feb 1735, Belen, Valencia NM
m: 13 Apr 1750 Antonio Duran y Chavez (SEE NOTE 25)
d: by 1781

3. Juan Jose Duran y Chaves, b; 1751
3. Margarita (Lucero 32)
3. Angel Francisco Chaves

m: Barbara Antonia Aragon, d/Gertrudis Aragon
3. Santiago Chaves

b: 31 Dec 1752

m: 28 Aug 1781, Maria Luz Garcia Jurado, b: [1763], d: after 1828
d: c 1828

4. Ramon Chaves

b: 10 Jun 1769

m: 7 Apr 1823, Dolores Sanchez
5. Juana Maria Chaves

b: 3 Feb 1824, Valencia NM
m: Francisco Antonio Chaves, b: 17 Nov 1817, Valencia

5. Manuel Felipe de Jesus Chaves



b: 4 Feb 1825, Valencia NM
m: [1850], Atanacia Lujan

6. Dimetrio Chaves

(See Higdon book pg 1)
5. Antonio Jose Chaves

b: 26 Oct 1826, Valencia
m: Maria Barbara Melena? Lujan, b: 6 Oct 1841, Valencia

5. Jesus Chaves, b: [1836]
5. Juan Chaves, b: [1842], Valencia
5. Manuel, b: [1848], Valencia
5. Librada Chaves

b: [1848], Valencia
m: (1) Antonio Luna, b: [1848]

4. Juan de Jesus Chaves

m: Maria Manuela Baca

5. Maria de la Luz Pracides, b: 20 Jul 1820, San Fernando, Val
5. Placida Chaves, b: [1820]

m: Manuel Larueano Aragon
5. Juan Nepomuseno Chaves, b: 1825
5. Maria Tomasa de los Remidias de los Dolores

4. Antonio Jose Chaves, b: [1805]
m: Juana Maria Gabaldon

5. Bicente Antonio Chaves, b:l Mar 1833, Belen, Valencia
5. Mari Inez Justine de Loreta Chaves, b: 12 Apr 1838, Belen
5. Manuela Chaves, b [1840], Valeneia

4. Juan (Antonio?) Chaves, b: [1807]
4. Jose Enrique Chaves, b: [1809], Valencia

m: Maria Josefa Sanches

5. maria Gertrudes Mathiana de Jesus Chaves, b: [1827] Tome?
5. Maria Juana Chaves, b [1827]
5. Maria Antonia Chaves, b: [1829]
5. Manuel de Jesus Ambrosio Chaves, b: 3 Dec 1837, Tome, Val
5. Ana Maria Cecilia Chaves, b: 8 Apr 1855

4. Rosalia Chaves, b: [1811]
4. Manuel Chaves, b [1813]
4. Policarpio Chaves, b: [1815]
4. Barbara Chaves, b: [1817]
4. Juan Maria Chaves, b: [1819]

3. Maria Gertrudis Duran y Chaves, b: 1754, Los Chaves, Bernalillo
3. Antonio Duran & Chaves, b: 1755
3. Maria Gertrudes Duran Y Chaves, b: 1759

m: Miguel Baltassar GAbaldon, b [1759]
4. Juana Maria Gabaldon, b: [1781]

m: Jose Enrique Luna, b: [1781]
5. Toribio Luna b: 16 Apr 1799

m: Maria Manuela Montano, b: [1799]
5. Antonio Jose Luna, b: [1901]

4. Ana Maria Gabaldon

m: Gallegos
3. Pedro Gonzales Duran & Chaves, b: 1772

m: Antonia Rafaela Lovera, b: 1775



3. Francisco Antonio Duran y Chaves, b: 1775
3. Domingo Duran y Chaves, b: [1777]
3. Juan Bautista Duran y Chaves, b: [1779]

2. Diego Padilla (SEE NOTE 17)
b: 17 in 1736

m: Maria Luisa Chavez (she died 23 Dec 1741)

Joseph (Jose ID Padilla (STAYED IN EL PASO DISTRICT)
b: c. 1683-1688 (9 in 1692) (23 in 1711), Guadalupe del Passo
m: 1712, Antonia de Herrera (SEE NOTE 18), El Paso, TX

d/Antonio de Herrera/Francisco Gomez
d: 30Novl729

d:

Cavetano Padilla (STAYED IN EL PASO DISTRICT)
b: 1685 (7 in 1692)
m: 21 May 1710 El Paso, Micaela Lujan (SEE NOTE 19)
d:

Joachin Padilla (STAYED IN EL PASO DISTRICT)
b: (3 in 1692)
m:

d:

Luis Padilla (STAYED IN EL PASO DISTRICT)
b: 1692, ("babe" in 1692)
m:

d:



NOTES:

1. DM 1698 FELIPE PADILLA, Presidio soldier, 11 Jun 1698 (#1), Santa Fe, m: Juana Maria dc
Ogamo, wt: Diego Velasco, notary. Francisco Lucero de Godoy (53), Santa Fe knew groom for
18 years, and bride for 25 years; Sebastian Martin (25), La Canada; Francisco Romero de Pedraza
(64), Santa Fe, knew both parties since birth; Antonio Sisneros (30) Rio Abajo (incomplete).

la. Magdalena (with Vargas on the reconquest) cooked the meals for workmen while they were
restoring the ancient chapel of San Miguel in 1710. She was living in Santa Cruz 3 (1713) years
later when she gave her age as 60. She was living in Santa Fe in 1703.)

2. The following are listed as servants in the 1692 census. No surnames are given. Therefore, all
of the following could have used the Padilla name when they married. Diego (30), Antonio (24),
Domingo (15), Xptoval (16), Gabriel (13), Alonso (11), Diego (10) Joseph Antonio (10), Augustin
(8), Nicolas (7), Juan (6), Juanillo (30), Maria (35), Maria (26), Juana (40), Lucia (40), Maria (10),
Antonia (10), Getrudes (9), Ana (10), Dorotea (14).

3. ONF, p. 14 (c).

4. DM 1717

5. DM 1697: JUAN ANTONIO PADILLA (22), 7 Sep 1697 (#15), El Paso del Norte; s/Capt. Jose
de Padilla and Maria Lopez, dee, vecinos of New Mexico, m: Maria de los Rios (19) 23 Sep
1697, d/Capt. Juan del Rio and Ana Moraga living in Real de S. Lorenzo; wt: Antonio de Avalos,
Nicolas Rodriguez, Antonio Gonzales de Escalante, soldiers of the Presidio; mw: Alonso del Rio
and Sebastiana Gonzales.

(ffls

6. Lucero de Godoi book, pg 39: 1790 Spanish census: Santiago Lucero S. 58 Farmer; m. Barbara
Padilla, S, 60; 1 son 22; his widowed mother, S 78; her son; 22; 2 male servants, coyotes: 17, 12;
1 male servant Indian; 10; 1 female Indian: 16. The widowed mother is Ana Maria Martin. "Her
son" age 22 would give a birth year 1768 for this son, and he would be bom 16 years after the
death of her husbank Diego Lucero. It might mean Ana Maria had a second husband although
it was not indicated on her death record.

7. Luisa appears to be a sister and the Luisa Gomez who married Juan Estaban Garcia de Noriega.)

8. 1750 Taos Census: Julian Padilla; wife, Maria Rosa Romero (Castiza); children: Michalea
Padilla, married, Phelipa, Antonio Padilla. Julian was a minor first being in the care of Bernardo
Roibal, later with a Martin uncle.

9. 1750 Taos Census, Lieut. Don Carlos Fernandes; wife Da Juana Padilla, her sister. Dona Barbara
Padilla, married; Luysa Fernandes, Agustin Fernandes, Joseph Fernandes, Antonia Fernandes
(Spanish).

10. DM 1710, No. 22, DIEGO DE PADILLA (25), espanol. El Paso del Norte, 28 Aug 1713 (#1)
Bernalillo; s/Capt Jose de Padilla and Maria Lopez, both dec; m: (1) Catarina Gutierrez; (2)
Maria Vasquez, Espanola, NM 18 Sep 1713; d/Jose Vasquez and Maria Baca, dee; wt: Jose de
Quintana, notary; Jose Lopez (70); Antonio Gallegos (35); Vicente Garcia (25); Antonio Montoya
(24), who said that groom had been married to a first cousin of his. mw: Capt. Tiburcio de
Ortega, Capt. Diego Montoya, Capt. Antonio Baca and wife Maria de Aragon.

Catalina de Salazar was a first cousin to Diego Padilla.



Catalina was born c. 1692.

11. Islcta, M-11, p. 344

^  12. DM1764

13. 1790 Bclcn census: Juan Domingo Padilla, S, 51, farmer; m: Juana Rita BACA, S, 36; 6 sons:
18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 4; 2 daughters: 7, 1.

14. 1750 Rancho de Padilla census, Francisco Padilla, widower; son: Juan Domingo; Diega Padilla,
widow; her daugher: Maria Lucia; servant: Juan Bernardo Padilla; wife, Quiteria Chabes; 3 step
children; Victoria, Leonardo, Antonio; brother: Pedro Padilla; servants: Miguel, Pheliciana.

15. 1750 Rancho de Padilla, Francisco Xabier de Chabes; wife, Manuela Padilla; 3 children: Thomas,
Domingo, Maria Theresa-infant; servants: Getrudis, Maria

16. DM 1775, No.'s 40-41. Francisco Padilla (25) espanol, s/Don Bernardo Padilla and Dona Quiteria
Chaves; m: Josefa Lucer (17), espanola of Tome, 30 Dec 1774. wt: Cristobal Maria de
Larranaga, notary; Andres Antonio Romero (45+); Alfonso Garcia de Noriega (50). Dispensed
3rd and 4th degree consanguity. The relationship noted down by Felipe Jacobo Romero,
Albuqueque notary as follows:

Don Pedro de Chaves (brothers) Don Francisco de Chaves
Quiteria Chaves 1st cousins Antonia Chaves

Francisco Padilla 2nd cousins Rosalia Abeyta
Josefa Lucero

17. Referred to as "the seventh child", sold his father's estate to Clemente Gutierez in 1768.

18. DM 1711, No. 4, El Paso. 12 Jan 1712; JOSE DE PADILLA (23), El Paso Soldier of the Presidio
of El Pilar y S. Jose. s/Capt. Jose de Padilla and Maria Lopez, dec. m: Antonia de Herrera
(16),d/Antonio de Herrera and Francisca Gomez, dec. wt: Luis Duran (33), soldier, who knew
groom for 3 years; Diego Trujillo (20), soldier, who always knew groom; Lorenzo Trujillo (21);
Tomas Mendez (25), both of whom knew bride always, mw: Juan de Alderete; Francisco Lucero.

19. DM 1710 CAYETANO PADILLA (18), n. El Paso, soldier; 26 Apr 1710 (#22) El Paso del Norte;
s/Capt. Jose de Padilla and Maria l^pez, dec; m: Micaela Lujan (20), n. El Paso, 21 May 1710;
d/Domingo Lujan and Antonia de Avalos, both dec.; wt: Lazaro Moraga (50), Senecu del Paso;
Toribio Benito Sanchez (50); Nicolas Montoya (22), soldier; Antonio de la Pena (24), soldier;
mw: Martin Garcia, soldier of NM, Juan Telles Jiron; Comments: A Beatriz Suazo renounces
claims, and lets groom go ahead with marriage.

20. DM 1763, Albuquerque
Nicolas Torres died 11 Mar 1811: In 1767 Nicolas brought suit against his ste-mother, Rafacia
Baca, widow of Diego. In 1803, he and Francisca were living in Plaza de los Trujillos of Belen;
3 kids living in same place were Augustin, Josefa and Mariano, with his wife Maria Isabel Armijo.

21. In the San Juan burials, he is recorded as the widow de Barbara Padilla. He wa

22. Pedro referred to as the "seventh child", sold his father's estate to Clemento gutierrez in 1768.

23. 1790 PLAZA OF SAN ANDRES DE LOS PADILLAS:



Tomas Chavcs, S, 54, rancher; m: Maria Josefa Padilia, S, 51; 5 sons: 26,25,13,11, 7; 2 daughcrs:
29, 17; 1 niece, S: 13; 1 male sevant, G: 20; 1 female servant, 1:21; 1 male sheepherder, 1:22.

24. Lucero de Godoi, pg. 256 - Soledad was the home of Sevastian Martin whose Padilia
granddaughters Micaela, Juana and Barbara married respectively, Domingo Labadia, Carlos
Fcrnandes and Santiago Lucero (ONMF 223,253)

25. Antonio Chaves: son of Nicolas Chaves, b: c 1728, d: c 1781.

ISLETA MARRIAGES, pg 83:
14 Sep 1812 Julian Padilia, s/Bernardo Padilia and Francisca Sanchez (dec), married

Anna Maria Padilia, d/Francisco Padilia and Bernardina Garcia. Wit:
Jose Bicente Apodaca and Maria Ysabel Apodaca.

1790 PLAZA OF SAN ANTONIO, PLAZA #1 OF ATRISCO
Bartholo Padilia, S, 22, rancher; m: Maria Antonia Sanchez, S, 18

1790 PLAZA OF TOME

Maria Luisa Padilia, S, 50, widow; 6 sons: 25, 20, 18, 12, 8, 4, 1 female servant, I; 6

1790 PLAZA OF SAN ANDRES DE LOS PADILLAS:

Santiago Chaves, S, 46, rancher; m: Manuela Padilia, S, 26; 2 sons: 10, 3, 4 daughers: 13, 8,
5,4

Estevan Padilia, C, 73, senile, widower; 3 daughters: 20, 18, 15

Francisco Padilia, S, 33, rancher; m: Maria Benrardina Garcia, S, 21; 4 sons: 12, 10, 5, 3; 2
daughters: 6, 4; 1 female servant, S: 11

Mariano Padilia S 31, sheepherder; m: Maria Antonia Rafolla, S, 21: 1 son, 3; 3 daughters:
8, 7,5

26. Isleta Marriages pg. 51: 26 Sep 1786, Bernardo Padilia of Los Padilia, widower of Quiteria
Chavez, married Thereza Tafoya of Belen, d/Pedro Tafoya and Augustina Silva. Witnesses: Andres
Romero and Jose chaves M-49, 527

Notes from Roots:

pg 1399. 1821, Jose Mariano Ortega, s/Jose Ignacio Ortega, dec and Maria Marta Padilia. Groom's
Padilia mother and her present husband, Juan Jose Sanchez, grant him permission to marry Maria
Micaela Pacheco.



(56) JULIAN PADILLA (farmer)
b: 1788 (53 in 1841) (74 in 1860)

^  m: c. 1820
d:

(57) ALTAGRACIA GONZALES
b: 1802 (39 in 1841)

Children:

Leandro Padilia

b: 1820 (40 in 1860)
m: Francisca (28 in 1860)
d:

children:

Matilda Padilia (11 in 1860)
Feberina Padilia (9 in I860)

Nicolas Padilia (he and Antonio may have been twins)
b: 1823 (37 in 1860)
m: Teresa (28 in 1860)
d:

children:

^0^ Anastacia Padilia (10 in 1860)
Irenia Padilia (8 in 1860)
Celso Padilia (1 month in 1860)

Antonio Padilia (Shoemaker)
b: 1823 (18 in 1841) (37 in 1860)
m: Filopeta, n. NM
d:

children:

Marcial Padilia (8 in 1860)
Carolina Padilia (6 in 1860)
Epitacio Padilia (2/12 in 1860)

Jesus Padilia

b: 1828 (1 in 1841) (27 in 1860)
m: Acencion (26 in 1860)
d:

children:

^  Juan Padilia (10 in 1860)
Juan Padilia

b: 1831 (10 in 1841) (23 in 1860)
m:

d:

children:

^  Maria Padilia (9 in 1860)
Rosaria Padilia (5 in 1860)

<0\



Felopita Padilla (3 in 1860)
Paula Padilla

^  b: 1832-36 (age in 1841 census omitted)
m: Jose Maria Lujan
d:

Soledad Padilla

b: 1837 (4 in 1841) (37 in 1860)

d:

children:

Andres (13 n 1860)
Pedro (8 in 1860)
Eduardo (6 in 1860)

JESUS MARIA PADILLA (FG-#28), farmer
b: 1838, Isleta TX, (3 in 1841) (22 in 1860)
m: 1860, Isleta TX, DOLORES GARCIA, b: c 1840, Mexico (20 in 1860)

(1860 census indicates this couple was married during this year)
children:

MIGUEL G PADILLA (FG-#14)
b: 19 Feb 1878, Socorro &Ysleta), TX
gp: Jose Maria Lujan/Paula Padilla (his aunt)
m: (1) ? - had two daughters, who died with mother

in epidemic prior to 1910
(2) 7 Oct 1910, OSTENIA MARIA ESPINOSA,

Riversd, CA
d: 10 Dec 1942, San Pedro CA
children:

Lewis Raymond Padilla, b: Fullerton CA
Leonore Cecilia Padilla, b: San Pedro CA

m: Frederic James Singer
Sharon Louise Singer

m: Phillip Alan Heinz
Michael George Singer

(Regino Gonzales, 12 in 1841, in the care of his godfather)
(Felipe Montoya, 29 in 1841, a servant)



YSLETA

1841 Ei Paso District - PADILLAS

SOCORRO

Jacobo 65 Francisco Padilla (h) 37

(Rosalia Marquez) 60

Jose Leandro 21 Josefa Lopes 48

Maria Bitoriana 18 Jose Bustina Lopes 15

Jose Nicolas 17 Barbara Lopes 9

Jose Francisco 13

Juan 12 Sotelo Padilla (h) 44

Maria Josefa 7 Concepcion Mestas 30

Rafael (h) 23 Josefa Padilla 14

(Maria Salome Duran) 19 Simona Padilla 22

Manuel Pino 39

Deciderio Naldas (h) 60 Luisa Marquez 24

Marta Padilla 20 Teresa Pino 10

Jose Antonio Naldas 10 Secundino Pino 7

Mariana Naldas 15

Jose Concepcion 7 Ramon Carrasco (h) 48

Petra Padilla 42

Benito Marrufo (h) 25 ? Carraasco 25

Maria Rosa PadUla 22 Pedro Carrasco 7

Manuela Marrufo 5 Bacilio Lucero 7

Estefana Marrufo 3 ?? 64

Antonio Duran 38?

Mauricio Padilla (h) 30 Serapia Duran 1

Angela Ydalgo 20

Maria Concepcion 9 Simon Gomes (h) 26

Pefecta Padilla 24

Teodoro Parra (h) 37

Estefana Padilla 30 Julian Padilla (h) 53

Jose Parra 6 Altagracia Gonzales 39

Barnabe Parra 4 Antonia Padilla 18

Jesus Padilla 13

Bacilio Alderete (h) 38 Juan Padilla 10

Ramona Padilla 30 Paula Padilla 7

Maria Juana Alderete 13 Soledad Padilla 4

Yldefonsa Alderete 11 Jesus Maria Padilla 3

Luciano Alderete 9 Regino Gonzales 12

Pedro Alderete 7 (in care of godfather)
Maria Petra Alderete 5 Felipa Montoya 29

Senovio Alderete 1 Servant

Juan Duran 18

Magdalena de Viveros 80 Catarino Apodaca (h) 20

Refugio Padilla 17

Olalla Palafox 20

Servant



Florentino Padilla (h) 26
Brigida Garza 22
Francisca Padilla 5

Ignacio Padilla 2

SAN ELIZARIO

Luz Marrufo (h) 28
Maria Dolores Varela 28

Andres Padilla 18

Servant

? Marlines 60

Francisca Albidrez 58

Dorotea Marlines 37

Barbara Padilla 25

Servant

Francisca Martinez 3

Cleto Olqin (h) 20
Maria Padilla 18

Jose Padilla (h) 80
Widower, servant

Juan Duran (h) 40
Quirina Albidrez 30

Francisco Padilla (h) 36
Ma de los Angl Archul. 24
Maria Miguela Padilla 12

Eugenia Padia (h) 60
Martina Candelaria 40

Guadalupe Padia 15
Juana Gonzales 10

In care of her father

Manuel Escajeda 34
Nepomucena Padia 25
Josefa Escajeda 4
Jose Escajeda 4
Porfiria Escajeda 3
Ma de Jesus Escajeda 2
?  ? 12

Servant



1692 EL PASO CENSUS - SURNAMES/FAMIUES ONLY

PUEBLO DEL PASO:

Archuleta, Juan de/Ysavel Gonzales

Cruz, Ynes de la

Duran, Josepha, widow
Duran y Chaves, Fernando/Lucia de Saiazar
Duran, Diego/Juana de la Vega
Duran, Christoval, bachelor
Esparza, Catalina de
Fontes, Josepha de, widow of Diego Hurtado
Gallegos, Joseph/Catalina Hurtado
Garcia, Juana, widow
Garcia, Alonso/Theresa Varela
Garcia, Alonso, widower
Garcia, Ana Maria, widow
Garcia de Noriega, Juan/Francisca Sanchez y Ynigo
Garcia, Francisca
Gomez Robledo, Bartolome, bachelor
Herrera, Domingo de/Maria Martin
Herrera, Juan de

Hurtado, Andres/Antonia Dominguez
Luis, Juan, bachelor

Luxan, Ysabel

Luzero, Antonio/Antonia Varelade Perea

Luzero de Godoy, Juan/Ysabel de Saiazar
Maranjo, Pasqual/Maria Romero
Martin, Luis/Melchora de los Reis
Martin, Hernando/Maria Montano
Martin, Leonor, widow
Martin, Xptoval/Antonia Moraga
Martin, Sevastian/Maria Luxan
Martin, Luis/Maria de Vega
Mizquia, Lazaro de/Maria Luzero de Godoy
Montano, Antonio/Ysabel Jorge de Vera
Montoya, Capt. Antonio/Mary Hurtado
Montoya, Diego/Josepha de Hinojos
Ortega, Tiburcio de/Margarita Oton
Parra, Pasqual Covos de la/Lucia del Castillo
Perea, Ysabel de
Perea, Juan de/Luisa de Tapia
Perea, Phelipe de
Perea, Agustin de, single
Perea, Juana de



Rivera, Juan dc/Maria Garcia

Romero, Diego, bachelor
Romero de Pedraza, Francisco/Francisca Ramirez de Salazar
Romero, Diego, Joseph, Antonio, and Jacinto
Serna, Xptoval de la
Suxan, Augustin, bachelor
Tellez Xiron, Joseph
Tellez Xiron, Joseph/Cathalina Romero
Truxillo, Matheo/Maria de Tapia
Truxillo, Bernardina, widow of Andres Hurtado
Truxillo, Bartholome, widower
Varela, Diego/Mariana Fresqui
Vega, Franeisca
Ynigo, Jacinto Sanche?/Ysabel Jiron
Ynigo, Pedro sanchez de/Leonor Vaca

REAL DE SAN LORENZO:

Almazan, Juana, widow of Ignacio Baca
Almazan, Francisco Anaya/Phelipa Rico de Roxas
Anaya, Ynes de, sister of Francisco
Gonzales, Sevastian/Polonia Vareal (Varela?)
Gonzalez, Sevastian/Josepha Rico de Roxas
Granillo, Luis/Magdalena Varela de Losada
Griego, Juan, bachelor
Gutierrea, Ana, mother of Antonio Zisneros

Hidalgo, Pedro/Ana Martin Griego
Jurado, Francisco/Lucia VArela de Losada
Leiby, Pedro de/Maria de Nava
Lopez, Francisco/Maria Moraga
Luxan, Augustin/Maria Ciscneros
Luxan, Maria, widow
Luzero de Godoy, Francisco/Josepha Zambrano
Madrid, Pedro/Yuimar Varela
Madrid, Maria, mother of Alonso Rio
Madrid, Lorenzo/Ana de Almazan
Maese, Luis/Josepha Montoya
Maese, Alonso/catalia Montano

Pacheco, Juan/Antonia de Alatia
Pedraza, Bartolome Romero/Lucia Varela
Rio, Alonso del/Maria Gonzales
Rio, Juan del/Ana de Moraga
Ruiz, Elena

Sedillo, Pedro, widower
Tapia, Cristoval/Juana Valencia
Vaca, Manuel/Maria de Salazar



Varcia, Zptoval/Casilda de Gracia
Varela, JuanA'sabcl Rico do Roxas

Xaramiilo, Lucia, widow

Zisncros, Antonio, bachelor

NATIVE MEXICANS WHO FORMERLY UVED I THE VILLA OF SSANTA FE IN

THE COMPANY OF THE ORIGINAL SPANISH RESIDENTS WHO HAIL FROM

THERE.

Apodaca, Xptovai de, widower
Archuleta, Pablo/Leonor Griego
Brito, Francisco/Maria de ia Concepzion
Brito, Augustin/Fabiana
Brito,Joseph/Catalina
Brixida, Maria
Cruz, Josepha de la
Cruz, Miguel de la/Juana de Archuleta
Dios, Juan de/Catalina

Moran, Agueda
Moran, Mibuel/Maria de Ortega
Ogano, Magdalena de
Ortego, Josepha de

SECECU

Moraga, Lazaro de/Augustina de los Reyes
Padilla. Joseph de/Maria Lopez

YSLETA

Abrego, Ana de
Abrego, Francisca de, widow
Apodaca, Francisco de/Francisca Romero
Duran, Antonio, bachelor

Duran, Ysabel, mother of Antonio Duran
Garcia, Luisa
Hcrrera, Ynes de, widow

Jaramillo, Maria, mother of Diego Luna
Luna, Diego de/Elvira Garcia
Martin, Domingo/Josepha de Herrera
Montoya, Ana Maria, widow
Moreno de Lara, Ana/Xptoval Vaca (5 years absent)
Romero, Francisco/Juana GArcia
Salazar, Augustin de/Phelipa de Gamboa
Sandoval y Manzanares, Ana de, aunt of Pasqual Trujillo
Trujillo, Juan, widower



Trujillo, Pasqual/Antonia Duran
Truxillo, Diego/Catalina Griega

SOCORRO

Archuleta, Juan de/Maria de la Cruz

Arguclio, Juana de, widow
Cruz, Ana de ia, mother-in-law to Juan Paz
Cruz, Thomas de la/Maria Gomez
Francisco, Matias/Maria Gomez
Gomez, Vrsola/Tomas
Leyba, Juana de
Lopez, Maria/Salvador Romero, absent
Martin, Maria/Antonio Bejarano, absent
Paz, Juan de la/Pasquala de Archuleta
Rodriguez, Alonso/Juana de Valenzia
Tapia, Maria de
Truxillo, Xptoval/Maria de Mazanares
Valencia, Juan de/Juana Madrid



NEW MEXICO

research aid ^ ^
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